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INIkuDUCT.%..4

From the very moment I received an invitation from Mrs. Schwartz,

Director of the Foc; Itaining and Placement Program, to be a part of this

AERA session, I have h many reservations about my participation. One of

my reservations centered erg...' my initial fantasy that there was a thing

called a "Historical *thou for Evaluation of an Expeemental Program,"

and I had to find out what it was in a few months' time.

While I had reservations about my being here today, I also saw

the presentation of this paper as an opportunity to Oerhaps put together

many loose ideas about the program accumulated over several years of work-

ing with it. In some ways, the last sentence is a concise way of talking

about the historical trethod of research in an experimental program (or any-

where else for that matter). That is, the historical method used in the

Ford Training and Placement Program, simply stated, involves gathering a

lot of loose ideas and evots that have been part of the project and hang-

ing them together in an integrated way.

To do this, some kind of organizing principle is required -- as

it is for any other discipline. I have chosen two organizing principles

to aid me in my inquiry here. One of these organizing principles is ra-

ther traditional. I call it the "teleological approach" to the study of

huran organizations. I would now like to take time for a bit of expan-

sion of each of these organizing principles before getting into the main

body of this paper. !Might only add that history has its own methodology,

but organizing principles are often aorrowed from other disciplines or

created outright by historians.

ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES

From the inception of the Ford Training and Placement Program,

one of the major issues has been that of specifically defining the goals,

cbjcctives, operating procedures, and evaluation techniques of the pro-

gram. This lack of specificity in the goals and procedures of the pro-

gram Vas a reflection of the historical context (mid- sixties) in which the

program was developed. It was a response to the early demand for improved
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teaching in inner-city scnoois.

The response of a scholar at the University of Chicago to that

demand. provided the conceptual frameurrk upon which the program was

created. J. W. Getzels is the "Founder" of the progrr'm and his concep-

tual framework is seen as a kind of "constitution" containing the purpose

of the program.

One way of studying the Ford Training and Placement Program,

then, is to look at how the staff of the program and the cadres have

responded to or tried to use Mr. Get:els' conceptual framework as a

basis for organizing their activities in terms of the model's purpose and

gods. It is to this vantage point that I have assigned the label "tele-

ological approach," after the notion that the program does have an ulti-

mate purpose or ends that can be discovered through study of Mr. Getzels'

article, "Education in the Inner-City: A Practical Proposal by an

Impractical Theorist." 1

Another way of studying the FTPP is to look at it as a social

system, as Mr. Getzels and others have developed that notion. I will say

more on that later.

There are some who contend that these two sets of organizing

principles for studying humrn organizations are incompatible; or, at

minimum, that one is better than another.
2

I am not so sure I can

support either of these views, and in fact will try to show how they (the

two organizing principles) complement one another in terms of an histo-

rical method for evaluating an experimental program.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MARTIN LUTHER KING CADRE: A TELEOLOGICAL VIEW

I have already suggested that the development of the Ford Train-

ing and Placement Program was in response to a need to train better

teachers and other personnel for inner-city schools. that I have not said

is that the problems of education in the inner-city are really exaggerated

versions of educational problems you can find anywhere in the Unitc.1

States, and this is especially true of the problem of training teachers.

The scarcity of systematic and specific information about how

to train teachers effectively is part of the historical context in which

the prograi was developed. Analysis of the program's development of a
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variety of trainine techniques must rrocced from consideration of this

particular factor. If there bac.; beer one or a dozen "right" ways to

train teachers -tested and found effective - the program could have

selected from the alternatives and applied the "right' way. But there

was no right way - new ways had to be created.

Individuals like Silberman, Conant, and Koerner have helped

to publicize this scarcity of systematic and specific information about

how to train teachers effectively, bit in reading their chronicles t

somehow felt that their time, energy, and money might have been better

used to try to actually develop a program like that represented by the

Ford Program.
3

At any rate, Mr. laze's' proposal for training school per-

sonnel for the inner-city _s not a theory of how to train school per-

sonnel. Rather, it is a canningling of theory and 'Imetatheory." By

metatheory, I mean a set of guiding nnsv7ptions that suggest an orien-

tationtation for a program that trains school p?rsonnel. As metatheory it

has served its 'inction well. As metatheory it has been a considerable

step toward reality from the kind of "strtement-of-the-problem" orien-

tation represented by Conant, Feerner, and Silberman. A" metatheory it

is a constitution so to speak, for the Ford Training and Placement

Program. And like mos* ,10 rmcid".rable flexibility

for dealing with hard realities of day -to -day operations is pro-

vided.

There is, howev.-. a concidernble leap from metatheory (or a

set of guiding essuiptions) to the hourly and daily exigencies of ope-

rating a program for five years. Censequently, in the Ford Program,

considerable latitude was given to the director and staff of the pro-

gram to develop an ivermedinte cet of ideas to help make the transi-

tion from metatheory to reality.

Today,.Mr. G.qzels' proposal for training personnel for inner-

city schools has cone t, mean something quite different from what it

originally meant to the first director and staff of the progral4 in

1967-14. And if ycu wan: to understand much of the development and

style of oreration of the staff. cadres of the program, you have to

be able to keep several things in mird.
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For example, you have to be able to envision the first direc-

tor and staff of the program as they went about the task of constructing

a program theory -- a set of ideas to make,the transition from meta-

theory to day-to-day operations. Secondly, you have to be able to en-

vision that at that point in the program's developmen in 1968, the

going fad on the educational scene 'QS laboratory training or sensi-

tivity training, and the director and staff of the program thought that

this was the key (that ever-sought-after panacea for the educational

ills of our society) by which to train school personnel successfully.

They used sensitivity training extensively in those early days of the

program and it just did not work, at least not the way the staff of the

program thought it should. As a participant in one of the first cadres

of the program, I can personally testify to that.

Finally, you have got to be able to envision t'e later conse-

quences of (1) this first attempt to build a program theory; and (2)

the emphasis on sensitivity training *, as a way of operationalizing that

program theory.

The process of building a program theory and operatienaliz-

ing it went something like this. Initial interpretations of the consti-

tution and the constructs of the mmiel were made. Operating procedurc3

were established to reflect these initial interpretations of the consti-

tution and the constructs of the model. And a particular style of

leadership consonant with that which is thought to exist in sensitivity

training or T-groups is developed. Ey the end of 196F we have norms

established in the program for all three of the foregoing: 1) how to

interpret the constitution; 2) operating procedures; and 3) a leader-

ship style.

The program outline synopsis suggests that the Martin Luther

King cadre would be used to illustrate the ideas presented in various

papers in this session. So let's look at its development, historically.

The first King cadre started a three-year training cycle in

the summer of 1969. Things like micrc - teaching, curriculum devylopment,

cross-role training, sessions in the Learner and his Environment (educa-

tional psychology and sociology), and cadre development or T-group

training went into the sumer program. The materials describing the
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summer program, reprosentad much con:ern and intensive staff plannino to

organize a set of co-ordinated experiences which would assist new tea-

chers and experienced personnel in better coping with the problems to be

faced in the urban schools. Certain documents reveal that the staff

attempted to allow the cadres, including the first KA g cadre, the same

degrees of freedom in structuring their program which the staff enoyzd.

Da this unaccustomed freedom created problems in the summer program.

For example,

A more puzzling problem for us (staff) was
that of goals. The question was (from cadre
members), 'hat is the purpose of this program:'
The answer we gave was, 'To help you improve your
ability as a teacher and to help you irprw your
school.' The next question was 'How ?' Our answer
was, 'hell, that's Lp to you. You're the ones who
know the situation and who have to decide what to do.'

That statement came from the assistant director of the program

early in 1970 describing a typical dialogue during the summer program.

Let's see the consequences of that open-ended approach as they mani-

fested themselves in the first King cadre. I quote:

Obviously, the Ford ;toff had some expectations
of the school cadre which were never clearly articu-
lated. To avoid cenf,..Ja and the wasting of pre-
cious time, the FTPP staff cculd make it clear in
the summer exactly what it expects from the cadre
and what its obligations to Ford and the university
are. 6

Every cadre that has gone through the program has typically

been invo:ved in semeullat the same hind of summer program described

above, asked questions of the type mentioned above, and reached the

same year-end conclusion mentioned above.

Now you might say that what has been said of the King cadre

must be typical of a cadre's development; and it is. And ya.1 nu,ht say

that, therefore,'what you have just talked about doesn't tell us very

r'uch; and it doesn't -- in isolation fru...! other facts out of historical

context. But when you consider the flexibility of the "constitution"

of the program, :Ind when you consider the original "set" provided by

the first director and staff, what I have just talked about tells you

several things.
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It tells you that the early leadership style of the program

was "laissez-faire" (a term used by the first King cadre itself in des-

cribing the Ford staff). It tells ycu that the early norms of the pro-

gram ran counter to some which operate in most schools, where profes-

sionals are told what to do and where to do it cost of the time. It

tells you that all cadres have genernlly looked for sere externally

given purpose and organizing principle for what they were involved in,

and wanted the purposes an principles phrased in behavioral terns.

As will become evident through the next paper, the program

had to try to alter its early laissez-faire leadership style; develop

n^w norms for standard operating procedures; and begin the process of

building an organizing principle or integrated scheme of things to help

program participants get a sense of direction and wholeness for what

they were doing.

Doing all of that is a long and difficult process; even

longer than the actual duration of the program, unfortunately. Never-

theless, the program staff did go at it with much energy and acquired

knowledge about training school personnel. In fact, in the same year

that the first King cadre started, a new Hiector cane into the program

to help direct the energy of the staff is sone new ways.

There were some actual changes in the program in 1969-70, but

the most significant changes were in the staff of the program and the

kinAs of expectations they held about what could in fact be changed in

that whole process of trying to charge traditional approaches to train-

ing school personnel. The assistant director of the p:agram in a paper

on "rho Structure and Theme of the Summer Program" summarized an early

approach. "We were asking flr too ruch of these people. We had net

looked adequately at the idea of growth: that growth is a slow thing;

that growth must happen with those uho will he in the situation." 7

Those words, of course, applied to the staff of the progrin

as well as the cadres. The paradox for both the staff and the second

King cadre was one of trying to grow in situations previously defined

by others. For the staff, a great deal of thne W4S spent redefining

or renegotiating or giving new structure to the first interpretatien of

the "constitution," leadership style, and operating procedures of the

first director. As for the first King cadre, they uould define for



the second King cadre the limits of inquiry into the whole educational

process. Those limits were for the most part centered on curriculum

innovations.
8

During the first King cadre's placement year (1970-71) the

group implemented and evaluated, with the assistance cf the Ford Pro-

gram, a number of fruitful curricu:em projects. Early in 1971 t:.e

Ford Program approached a number of schools with the prospect of par-

ticipating in an experiment - a variation on the cadre structure, func-

tion, and entry mechaeiems. The notion was to create a cadre of all-

experienced teachers to reduce entry problems, to test same ideas a' out

retraining experienced eeaci!ers, to discover if pyramiding pregrum

resources would have greater impact and to establish a site for a d.-

monstration school. The first King cadre submitted a document describ-

ing in detail their (and the school's) aillingness to participate in

such an experiment aid really "selling" the new Martin Luther King, Jr.

High School as the place for the experienced teacher cadre, and so

forth. The Ford Prograre staff and executive board agreed with the

cadre and the new ring school was selected as the site for the experi-

enced teacher cadre.

The second Kieg cadre was formed in the Spring of 1971 and

consisted of twenty-five persons initially, but expanded to forty-five

during the year. There were no pre-service interns in the group; Line

experienced teacher interns were at the school half day and at the

University the rest or the time in degree programs. The group al e,

included the principal, cure:unity representatives and other role spe-

cialists. All rarticipated in a six-week summer training program in

1971 and began functioning in the new school in September. The secend

King cadre is integrated, and there wan little effieial everlappIng in

membership between the two King cadres, but much daily process and

task interaction.between the two groups. Functionally, the first King

cadre was absorbed by the second group during the year. The second

King cadre has been one of the most productive in the history of the

program, especially when measured in terms of school-wide project plan-

ning and completion. They have also been successful in other areas

such as reduction of entry problems, and retraining of experienced tea-

chers. Taey have hod great Lepact on the school; the Ford Program and

4
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the graduate school at the University.

A successful cadre: Zed. But all in all, most of what the

second King cadre accorTlished was pretty well determined by hhat had

been established by and learned from the first King cadre.

To help make the transition to the next portion of this paper,

I would like to make a few str:mary statements about the historical me-

thod of research in evaluating an experimental program. First, the

historical method alone cannot be used to evaluate (as that term is

usually used) an experimental program or any other kind of progr-r.

Second, the historical methed can only put into perspective certain.

kinds of phenamena which may be further examined or evaluated by other

techniques or tools frcr other disciplines. Third, to rot this per-

qective on certain phenomena requires that you arrest time -- like the

instant replays of feathall Via: es vita pretty much the same blurrzd

results. Fourth, to continue that analogy, you neee sone way of cap-

turing the changing patterns and processes so that when you play them

back at a slower pace you can examine more carefully and in detail what

might have been misinterpreted, overlooked, or not understood when they

(the patterns and processes) actually occurred.

I choose two erganizinl piinciples to "fix" or "freeze" the

processes and patterns occurring in the Ford Program. One of these

organizirg principles I have called a teleological approach to the stu-

dy of human organizations, and I have tried to show how early attc :.rts

to formulate hays of approaching so;utions to problems were later in-

terpreted as was of actually solving problems. For example, Mr.

Getzels' article on training school personnel was an attempt to formu-

late ways of approaching solutions to problems. The first director and

staff interpreted the article as a way of actually solving problems.

I have also tried to shot: that these first interpretations of ways of

approaching solutions to problems got imbedded in the program and pro-

vided the basis for the action of succeeding members in one of t..to ways:

either as valid approaches to solving problems or as invalid approaches

that had to be modified or completely changed, or eliminated from the

program culture. The Ford staff tried to change things. The secerl

King cadre worked with things as they were, to a great extent.
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By using a teleological approach to study the program I, in

effect, was focusing nestly on the ideals or ideological construct of

the rogram and its effects on ope:ations of the program. It uas de-

sirable, th..ai, that I use a second ari complmentary approach to help

explicate the realities or proeram.atical operational aspects of the

program and of the tl King cadres. That second approach is a systeni.'s

approach, to which we now turn.

DEVEIOMIT LW 1:M KING CADRE: A SYSTC.S VIEW

What a systems approach to the study of organi:ations allows

you to do is to disregard for a while the intentions of the found,ig

fathers and the first interpreters of the constitution. It focuszs

not on the ideal or ideals of a gro;ip or organi:ation, tut on the rea-

lities of the group or organization. Separating the ideal from the

real is difficult under rest circwsances, but it is all the more dif-

ficult here since the systems theory used in the program back at Chica-

go also contains the ideals of the program. That's probably difficult

to grasp as is, so let r.c try to expand it.

Since I have sorer hlt misreprescnted" Mr. Getzels in both

his intentions and actual contribut:on to the Ford Program let me tack

step and do him better justice. In addition to unintentionally pro-

viding the program with a kind of c,nstitution (or set of ideals) and

consequently, a founding father's Getzels refined our think-

ing a;,out syste.,:s bv pointing out that schools are systems; that there

are specific components or roles which make up this system; that these

roles are complementary; that it is, therefore, foolish to train indi-

viduals for these roles in isolation from one another; that in °rave

for systems to operate efficiently they must have inputs frog:: oth,r

cystems; and that different settings rec..:Ire produce) diffe-

T nt kinds of systems. Those are pcwerful conccpts for t! 1,..rstanding

schools as systems. They cnn best to Oemonstrated by exa.1110.

In the beginning the frogram's staff only made a distimcion

!cu.= inner-city schools and ether schools (say suburban) and tri.d

to treat all cadres and all scht:ols in .1. similar tmnner. The program
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staff soon discovered, particularly in their excerionces with the f:t7,,t

't.ing cadre, that each Cndre was a unique group and each 3chol was a

unique social system. Therefore, applying the same treatment to all

groups just did not work; responses were unpredictable. Further, the

treatments and staff techniques used with the first King cadre w;re in-

appropriate in dealin,,! with the all-e:cperienced teacher sec.encl

cadre. It was soon obvious that not only is there a significant zli::c.-

rence between schools in the inner-city. It became necessary to c.:,:-

pand the systems concept of different settings different tim,.:s pro-

ducing different systems to mean that not just widely divergent geo-

graphical areas produce cifferent Systems, but geographical areas just

around the corner, so to speak, tend to produce different Tis.e

dres havc- gortc., thrcug:1 th proram have all exhibitu:

develoi=ental pattern, but the King cndres were different fro:at:he

:.)yett Niiddle School cadle, and so en for all thirteen groups. Yet the

schools which hvAsed these different cadres are inn,,:r-city schools,

mlny within walking distance from each other.

Another.. of the systems concepts used in the prol;ram was the

idea that systi s, to op...-at efficiently, must have inputs fr= cthfNr

s:stmS. that woOldbe taken to mean th.A it is the sch..!dis

who ought to L open to inputs froM the contiranity and local colleT,es

and universities. If yoU extend thrlt to mean that the community and

Iocal colleges and uniVersfties should be open tu:inputs frem the

Schools, you get a whole new .01110.

Let collapse a few points about the systems concepts used.

Szhools are syste:IIS, composed of'Specific components or roles that '.re

ecmplementciry and interOpendent. The u04ected thing learned in

werking with the two King cadres (and `other cadres) is that rot all

roles found inia school system comple4nt one another,

Indeed, it was often difficult to understand how Various

te:Iching role:: in the snrxhreel c7.ple:.Aonted and depended uF:nene

:::'ether. This it of reality, in muny2wpyS., violated our aSsuption

zd;at the interdependency and=Compleentarity e17-roles:in a system.

Better put, this bit of reality.,did not match that ideal we had about

how:systems should operate. TO 4uote:Mr. Get;:els directly:



The conception of t!-.0 sJ.0o1 as a social system
suggests tLit rL,Ic, neve' ...ustion in isolalvin,

always in 7(lati-ni-`14's tc other roles,

that is, wizt teachers do 25 related to what counse-
lors do, what co to what psychologists do,
what school psychologists o to Cot allministrators
do, and of course all of these to what the community
is and does.9

Now, there is more reality in that quotation than I al inb

to allow for the sake of wing a pcint; but :e is also considerab-

ly less reality there than is needed to operate a program from the

standpoint of systems theory. And, frankly, in his article Mr. Get:els

told us that from the very beginnim::.

For thoic knew me, I need hardly to add that
my intent hero is more to e-rlore a hay of working
with practical problems in the context of theory than
to argue the merits of an: specific solutions I may
propose. 10

Nevertheless, by approach.n:: the schools from the standpoint

of systems theory, we were able to discover that in fact there is little

relationship bztween what tesct- -s, counselors, psychologists, and ad-

n:nistrators do vis-a-vis one another -- especially in any conscious

way. Even nurc, it can be said that adding components or roles (such

as counselor or psychologist) to a system may be dysfunctional in terms

of the operation of the system. As Glidcwell has pointed out, such w

roles tend to get encapsulated and r,stricted in a system much like a

foreign elament does b.1./..n it enters the human bedy
11

During the life and analysis of the program we discovered a

number of other things about schools and cadres through use of sys-

tems theory in the progrxo, but I uill not try to go into them because

the next two papers do that extrymel;

I would like to make 3 few summary statemcnts about my us: cf

a systems approach as pJit of a historical method of evaluating the

plogram. First, it preidcd o: locking at the format ion, math-

tenince, and ch:a.ge in relation-: :ps betwre various realms in 3

school. Second, it allc.:2 a way of looking at some persistent prob-

lems of education in general and the training of school personnel in

particular. For example, one of the major problems encountered in
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training teachers for the classroom is that the role of teacher is ill-

defined. And if you can't define what it is teachers should be doing,

it is dcubtful that you can seriously develop any way of helping them

to do it. Third, as the program's staff learned more about systems

theory, including its limitations for both viewing and dealing with the

world, many problems of the schools and he program could be identified

and analyzed in terns of systems theory.

Finally, lystems theory provided a kind of the for much of

what was done in the program; which takes us full circle to the point

I was making, with same difficulty, five minutes ago. Let me try again

by meing a few closing remarks.

CONCLUSION

From the standpoint of w celeolcgical approach to evaluating

the program (and I mean here something closer to understanding rather

than assasmsont), Getzels' article provided a Isetatheory" or set

of ideals or a "constitution." From the standpoint of systems theory,

the article provided useful concepts for looking at schools in a dif-

ferent and systematic way and accounting for the changing social con-

text to which schools and cadres must respond through time.

If aetathoory is seen as representing the ideal world and

theory as representing the real world, it can be said that the tension

generated between these two provided the basis for a lot of what was

and is now being done in the program. By using a historical method in

the program, certain tension mints became readily discernible. Once

you can locate tension points, you have the basis for setting goals,

finding ways to rear% them, evaluating both of these, and then repeat-

ing the cycle.

The historical method used here requires that you approach

the program with a constantly shifting focus. This is sort of like the

old "rabbit and duck" drawing where your shift in focus determines

whether )oar see the rabbit or the duck.
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I suppose what you choose to focus on depends upon your prefe-

rence for either rabbit or duck. But if you are like me, you'll want

them both served up for a variety and richness not possible with any

single one.

That's what the historical method of research offers for eva-

luation of an experimental program, cr any other on-going sequence of

human activities -- richness and variety.

I hope that what I have served up has been palatable.

I
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